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By Brendan Kennelly

Bloodaxe Books Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Guff, Brendan Kennelly,
Brendan Kennelly's Guff is both mouthpiece and mouthed off, Devil's advocate and self critic,
everyman and every writer consumed by self-doubt and self-questioning. The book of Guff is about
words writing the man. Words drive him into the cave of himself where he questions everything
including words that seem to constitute answers and answers that question both questions and
answers. Do poets write poems or do poems write poets? And consider the shape of that questionmark, like a snake twisting in its sleep: so twisting, or twisted snakes, lie beside Guff as he tries to
sleep in his cave, led now by the words that the snake hisses in his old head. All through his booklength poem Guff hears both the hissing of the words he believes he loves as well as the hissing
mysteries of love. Guff is prey to the ruthless continuity of one word leading to another, until these
words relax and settle down into what he thinks, or hopes, is "meaning". Like Kennelly's Cromwell,
The Book of Judas and Poetry My Arse, Guff is a knockabout Swiftian satire, a mischievous
meditation on the human...
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Reviews
This book is really gripping and fascinating. Of course, it is actually play, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. You will not feel monotony at
anytime of the time (that's what catalogs are for about if you request me).
-- Delber t Glea son
I just started out looking over this ebook. it was writtern extremely perfectly and useful. You are going to like the way the blogger publish this book.
-- Mica ela K utch
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